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THE QUIESCENT-CHAMBER TYPE COMPRESSION-IGNITION ENGINE

By H. H. FOSTDR

Tlw performance
compremi.on.-ignition

SUMMARY

of a tingl+cylinder &atroke+ych
engine huoin.ga vertical dtik form

of c~mbustti- chamber‘withmd a~ jlno b been &ter-
mined. The number, w%, and o?iredion of the @icm
of the fuebinj”ection nozzL23wwd were in&pen&ntly
varied. A table d grapha are prtxented showing the
pe~ormance of the er@ru with di~erent nozzla; raw?.t8
of t.%t+?at di$erent compre+wionrdo8, boo8t prassunx,
and coolant temperaturtx are &o included.

Tlw best unboo8ted pafonnunce w obtuined a4 a
wmpredon raiio of 16.S at an w“ne 8peed of 1,600
revolution per mintiel wing wa& w a cool.md. %
increaae in indicded man e$ectwe premure with boost
preaeure w proportional -to the imeme in weight of
indtied air for equal ai.r-fid ratio8 and comparable
macimum cylinder pre88ure8. The engine operation wm
wnoothmwith boosting.

TIM engine power and fuel economy obtained with a
6-or&ce nozzle was equal to or better than thut obtaimd
with nozzles huving any otherform, number, or combina-
tion of ori~. The optimum valu for the number,
direction, or size of the or@i.ca h not sharply de@ed.
Re8dt8 indicde that impingement of the fd 8pray on
tlw ptiton and chamber UM%, allhough it muy be detri-
mental to e~nt combustion, muy aid distribution and
conaegu.+mtlyincrme the power &put. Although the
resui28do not a$ord a ra%na.1 bmi.sfor nozzle daign
that can be reducedto an anu.?yticalor empiricalformula,
they do 8h0w thd engine performance can be improved
by car@d design of th injection nozzle.

T?Mlarge perc+ndageof the -toti fua! in the relulwely
8012 8pray core injectedfrom roun&hde orijiktx and the
short time availablepreclude the probability of obtaining
a homogeneom mixture of thafd and air in a qciacent
combustion chamber using a muMple-oi-ifi nozzle.
The remdtant inferior performance compared with thui
obtai~d jrom t?u 8ame cornhtion chumberm.thforced
air flow, o?28piteth.aeazy starting, emy 8cavenging, low

mechanical 108w43,and freidom from knock, renders -the
quticent-chamber engine unattractivefor aircra~-engim
u8e.

INTRODUCTION

In the course of the general investigation of the
possibilities and limitations of the compression-igni-
tion engine for aircraft use, the N. A. C. A. has been
investigating the performance of a single-cylinder
4-stroke-cycle test engine with a vertical disk-shaped
combustion chamber. This combustion chamber haa
been designated “quiescent” because there is evidence
that any air movement which may occur in the chamber
haa no marked effect on the distribution of the fuel
(reference 1). In order to obtaig as nearly a homo-
geneous mixture of the fuel and air as pomible, it is
therefora necesswy to meter and distibute the fuel
to the air in the combustion chamber by means of the
injection system.

Determination of the optimum distribution of the
fuel to the air in this combustion chamber -wasunder-
taken in two ways. The fit was the commonly used
method of conducting a series of engine-performance
tests and systematically varying the number, size, and
direction of the oriikes until the test results indicated
an optimum value in any series of changes. The
second method consisted in mathematically propor-
tioning the area of each ori.iice to the volume of air
into which the spray from this orifice would be injected.
As a matter of convenience and in order to have a basis
of comparison, rw.dts from the first method were used
as a starting point for the second. Some of the results
of nozzle iuveatigations, started in 1927 and continued
into 1933, have been published as technical notes (refer-
ences 2 and 3). The purpose of this report is to sum-
marize the nozzle investigations and to present further
results obtained at ditferent compression ratios, boost
pressures, and coolant temperatures. All the data
presented were obtained at the N. A. C. A. engine-
research laboratmics at Langley Field, Va.

APPARATUS AND METHODS

The test unit used in this work is shown in figure 1.
The engine has a 5-inch bore and a 7-inch stroke and is
connected to an electric dynamometer. Necessary
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auxdiaries and apparatus for obtaining the performance
data are shown grouped about the engine. Parts of
the engine are, as far as practicable, the same as those
of the N. A. C. A. universal test engine (reference 4),
the main exception being the cylinder head, which has
a vertical disk-shaped combustion chamber between
the heads of horizontrdly opposed intake and exhaust
valves, as shown in figure 2. Changes in compression
ratio were obtained by varying the length of the
removable thrcmt-oriticering between the combustion
chamber and the cylinder while keep~c the mechani-

period was 27 crank degrees; and a high rate, in which
the injection period was 20 crank degrees at an engine
speed of 1,500 r. p. m. for full-load fuel quantity. The
pump was driven from the crankalmft through a re-
duction gear in which there was an adjustment for
changing the angular relation between the crankshaft
and the pump cam. A spring-loaded automatic injec-
tion valve, set to open at 3,OOOpounds per square inch,
was installed in the top hole of the combustion chamber.
The valve and pump were connected by a steel tube
36 inches long and of one-eighth inch inside diameter.

d clearance between the ~iston crown md cdinder
head at about 0.032 inch. -

A detail drawing of the injection pump is shown in
figure 3. It difl%rafrom the pump as actually used
only in having micrometer screws instead of levers for
controlling the position of the start-and-stop cam
blocks, which control the closing and opening of the
bypass valve, thus changing the time and period of
injection. Shifting of the position of the control
blocks, combined with the variable-velocity cam,
varies the quantity and the rate of fuel discharge.

_ 4 shows a comparison of two representative
rate9 of injection: a low rate, in which the injection

Figure 5 shows enlarged sections of the nozzles.
The ‘length-diameter ratio of the orifices is 2. The
fuels used were conventional Diesel engine fuels
described in reference 5 as fuels 1 and 2. The rate of
fuel consumption was obtained by timing the con-
sumption of 0.50 pound of fuel. Full-load fuel quan-
tity (zero excess air), 0.000325 pound per cycle, is the
fuel quantity required for a chemically correct mixture
with the quantity of air inducted per cycle by this
engine at a volumetric efficiency of 82 percent.

Information regarding spray penetration and spray
interference in the combustion chamber waa desired
as an aid in nozzle design; accordingly, a full-scale
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model following the outline of the disk-shaped com- engine. Motoring tests showed the optimum length of
bustion chamber was placed in the N. A. C. A. spray- air-intake pipe for maximum chmging efficiacy at ~
photography pressure chamber and photographs of engine speed of 1,500 r. p. m. to be appmtiatiy 6
the spray formation in this chamber were ob&&& feet, which determined the height of the -e t~
The edges of the combustion-chamber shape were above the e+e. & c,o~~ption WM detefied
slightly obscured in the photographs by the pressure- by timing the displacement of 80 cubic feet of air from
chamber cover plate. Injection premrc9 were of the a 100-cubic-foot gqsometer by mdans of an electicdy
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same order as those used in the full-load engine testg. operated stop watch. The inlebair temperature was
The spray-chamber air density was made to approxi- maintained at 95° F. Water and oil temperatures
mate that of the Ccmbwtion cb~ber at ~ e tie of (out) were maintained at 1700 md 1+100 ~., r~Pec-
injection. tively. For the special variable-coolant temperature

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of the air system tests Preatone and glycerin were used.
used ti this investigation. Rubbw d.iap~a~ ~me Maximum cylinder prxures were indicated by a
placed over the ends of the overh~d &ms ~ damp calibrated Bonrdon spring gage connected to an N. A.
pulsations rmd to give a smooth flow of & to tie C. A. disk-type check valve operated by the pr~e
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of the gases in the cylinder. This instrument, dmig-
nated a %rapped-pr-ure” indicator, was used be-
cause it afforded an easy and reliable means of directly
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balanceddiaphragm ty-pe of indicator in the range of
Permissible rates of pressure rise. The difference in
readings increases with an increase in the rate of

pressure rise. lhdicator cards were taken with the
hrnboro electric indicator (reference 6) during the
course of its remodeling.

No attempt was made to operate the engine at a
particular value of maximum cylinder pressure in the
early test work, inasmuch as undesirable knock wtts
encountered before objectionable cylinder pressures
were reached; instead, the fuel pump was adjusted to
give the desired fuel quantity and then the timing wtts
advmced until a faint knock was heard. linmediately
after a power test the engine was motored and friction
readings were obtained to which were added the brake
readings in order to calculate values of indicated mettn
effective p&sure and fue] consumption.

Engine speed was determined by a revolution counter
and a stop watch, both of which were electrically
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)perated. The standard test speed of 1,500 r. p. m.,
mless otherwise noted, was used in all the tests.

TESTS AND RESULTS

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION

The test results obtahed on the engine with different
ummgements of fuel-valve nozzles are presented in
chronological order in table I, which lists the nozzles
Bed, the number, size, and direction of their dischrnge
n-iflces, and their corresponding engine performance.
me nozzles are classified into diilerent series, each of
which is discussed in detail and for which variable
tiel-quantity performance curves are shown.

Miscellaneous series,-The first experimental noz-
bs were built with the idea of injecting fuel into the
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quently rougher engine operation. The high rate o~
injection was adopted for all subsequent tests and
fuel nozzles were developed for its use.

The engine performance obtained with nozzle 9 war-
ranted the continuation of tests to determine the eflect
on engine performance of varying, first, the two mair
orifices that deliver fuel to the air charge in the rectan-
gular throat and directly above the piston crown and,
second, the other orifices that deliver fuel to the air in
the upper part of the combustion chamber. Figure 8
shows comparative engine performance for a range oi

FmuBE&—Eff@ of dmghg tie dimwx Of the two morn mfams B on engfne
pafmmanm at fnu ICMCL

sizes of the two main orifices B (fig. 5) ~om 0.010 to
0.021 inch diameter. The results show that 0.018 inch
is the optimum diameter for the two main orifices of
this combination.

An inspection of the carbon formation on the piston
crown showed that the sprays from oriiices of 0.012-
inch diameter or larger impinged upon the piston crown.
Inasmuch as the specific fuel consumption decreased
as the B oriha were enlarged to 0.018 inch, it is con-
cluded that impingement of a spray does not necessarily
ailed the combustion adversely. The larger quantity

of fuel injected from the 0.018-inch orifices, compnred
with that injected from the 0.012-inch otices, was
Apparentlynecessary for the utilization of the availnble
mir.

Variation in volumetric efficiency with fuel quantity
is shown in figure 9. The decreaae in volumetric
efficiency is attributed to an increaae in the quantity of
residual gases in the combustion chamber and also to
m increase in temperature of the combustion ch~mber
md cylinder walls, as the fuel quantity or lo~d is
increased.
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Figure 10 shows the effect on engine perfornmnce of
changing the diameters of ordy the outside orifices D
(f&. 5), which deliver fuel to the air in the uppermost
part of the combustion chamber, horn 0.006 inch to
0.012 inch in nozzle-ahaving two 0.018-inch-diameter
main orifices. From the results, 0.010 inch oppeam
to be the optimum diameter for the outside oriilces.
An increase in difuneter of the9e two orifices from 0.010
to 0.012 inch caused a slightly smokier exhaust with
no measurable change in power output. Table I shows
the eflxt on engine performance of changing the 0
0riiice9from 0.005 inch to 0.012 inch. The difference
in performance between nozzles 17 and 18 indicates
that the C oriiices should be considered as illlers when
used in combination with the larger D orifices. This
dmnge tiom 0.005 to 0.012 inch decreased the power
mtput and increased the fuel consumption. Spray
photo=-phs (see fig. 19 (b)), taken nfterward, showed
thatthe spray tips from ori.tlcesC and D were projected
nto the same space, which probably resulted in local-
zed overrich mixtures of fuel and air and a consequent
kcrease in engine performance.

PROPORTIONAL-AREA INVESTIGATION

Nine-oriiice series.-The 9-criEce series was so de-
&ned that the orifice areas were proportional to the
rolume of air served by each orilice. The two main
).018-inchdiameter oriiices, which were apparently a
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better established optimum than the other sizes of
oriiice and which could be compared with previous
data, were used as a beginning for the investigation.
When the air volume for each oriiice was computed,
the air in the clearance between the piston crown and
cylinder head was included in that served by the main
sprays. The angular spacing of the ori.ficm in this
series was slightly closer than that used in the 7-orifice
series and an additional oriiice was added on each end
of the line, mnking a total of nine in one plane. Nothing

Diameter,inch

FIIWFLB10.—EUectof obmging the diemeter of the two entsfde orhlm D on engine
*rnlenca at fnu foad.

either in the performance data or in the spray photo-
graphs (see fig. 19(f)) indicates that these additional
ori6ces discharged enough fuel to make any difference
in performance; therefore their addition is considered
an unwarranted complication.

The first nozzle of this series was built without the
small center oriiice A (fig. 5) (which has no place in
the proportional-area arrangement) in an attempt to
determine its value. The increase in engine per-
formance (see fig. 11) showed the effect of this center
oritlce, The center spray of this particular orifice
combination and angular spacing apparently reached

air that had not been reached by the two main
~prays.

Effeot of number of orifices, E series,-l?ignre 12
gives a comparison of engine performance with one of
the best 7-ori&e and one of the best 9-oriiice nozzles.
It was decided to continue the use of the proportional-
area principle but to substitute for the original angular
spacing (fig. 5) one based upon the spray-photography
data. The spray photographs showed that the spray
cone angle for sprays under comparable conditions,
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except for temperature, varied from 18° to 22°. Ac-
cordingly, 20° was adopted as the angular spacing of
all the oriikes.

In order to determine just how far it was advisable
to follow the proportional-area principle, comparative
performance tests were made with nozzles designed to
extend the idea beyond practi~ble limits in the con-
struction of nozzles for commercial engines. Before
these tests were started the throat oriilce connecting
the cylinder and combustion chamber (@. 2) was
enlarged by increasing its width. This alteration
increased the clearance volume and thereby decreased
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the compression ratio from 13.6 to 12.6. It was de-
sired ta ~ntinue to use a nozzle design that would be
comparable with the desigg used in former teats;
therefore the d$meters of the two main oriiices were
maintained at 0.018 inch and the volume of air in the
mechanical clearance space between the piston crown
and the cylinder head was added to that served by the
main orifices. These nozzles are designated by the
letter E; the subscript denoks the numb,w of orifices
in the nozzle at the time of test. Thus this series was
started with nozzle Es, which contained only the two
main oriiicea. The number of orilices was increased
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by increment of two and the nozzle performance tested

for each increment. At the end of the series there
were 6 orifices in one plane and 5 orifices in a plane on
each side of the first, with amgular spacing of 20°
between orifkes and 10° between planes. (Seefig. 13.)

There is a slight deviation from the proportional-area
principle in the E series after Eu because it was con-
sidered impracticable to use orifices smaller than
0.005-inch diameter. This deviation is not serious
because the percentage of the total orifice area in-

volved is smaller than the experimental error. The
perfonmume te+x shown in figures 14 and 15 indicate
that no justifiable gain would be obtained by using
more than six orifices for this combustion chamber.
The test points of iigure 14 have been omitted to save
confusion. These results simplified subsequent nozzle
design.

lMect of angular spacing, F series.-There wore a
number of indications during these tests that the 20°
angle between sprays was not the optimum. About
this time the reauh%of the work on dispersion at l?enn-
sylvania State College were published (reference 7)
and, according to the method outlined by deJuhasz
the boundaries of combustion were laid out for the Fo
nozzle as shown in figure 16. If the volumes within
these boundaries are asaumed to be the minimum space
requirements for combustion, it is evident that the
sprays overlap and probably interfere with each other
during combustion. An investigation was accordingly
made of the effect on engine performance of varying
the angle between the spray axea of the individual
sprays; the corresponding orilice sizes were maintained
constant.

When the series of nozzles using different angular
spacing of the oriiices was designed, it was again neces-
sary to deviate from the proportional-area principle
became the volume of air served by each oriiice changed
with the angle. The fact that the corresponding orifice
sizes were maintained the same for all anglea caused n
departure from the proportional-area principle of
about 1 percent, which was neglected as it was less
than the error in the determination of performance
mhles.

The nozzles of this series are designated by the lettar
F with a subscript denoting the angle between the axea
of the orifices. Thus, the E8 and the I?mare identical
nozzles, with six oriiices spaced at 20°. The perform-
ance tests of these nozzles showed very little variation,
as evidenced by the curves in figure 17, but observation
of the exhaust gases and the sensitiveness to controls
led to a decision to standardize on an angle of 25°
for further work with this combustion chamber. As rL
check on this decision, two 0.005-inch orifices were
added to the center of the Fn nozzle to see if any unused
air remained between the two main sprays. The re-
suki.ngincrease in performance, as shown in the curves
of figure 18, indicatad that the small iiller sprays are
eflective when the angle between the sprays on either
side is too great.

From the test results it was concluded that a nozzle
having an angular spacing of 25° would give the best
perfornxmce and that any increase which could be ob-
tained by further rdinements in nozzle design would
not be commensurate with the complication involved
in its construction. The results, however, did not
show angular spacing to be very critical within the
range covered in these tests, possibly because of the
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small percentage of fuel in the outer part of the spray
as shown by the dispersion data in reference 7.

EfFeotof total oriiice area, H series.-k anticipation
of boosting tests to be started with this cylinder head,
it was considered that an increase in total orifice area
should be investigated because, with more air available
for combustion, it would naturally follow that more
fuel should be supplied.

The nozzles of this series were designated by the
letter H. The increase in the total orifice area over
that of the best of the E and F series, E6, ma 24
percent, 39 percent, 15 percent, and 65 percent, for
nozzles H-1, H-2, H–3, and H-4, respectively. The

The nozZle-ama requirements, then, depend not
upon air density but rather upon the combustion
chamber size and shape, the injection period d&red,
the rate of injection, the engine speed, and the capacity
of the injection pump.

Correction to proportional-area design.-one of the
assumptions in the application of the proportional-area
principle in nozzle dwign is that the same discharge
pressure will be acting on each orifice in a multiple-
oriiice nozzle. Observation of the fuel spray in the
atmosphere indicated that, as the areas of the oriiices
were increased for greater discharge area, the flow of
fuel from the large main oriiiccs reduced the effective

.Secfim A-A Plan viewofnozzfe Sec+ion B-B

FIGUREUI.-Pm&tedspraydistributionusingnozzleEII.

increase in air density for 9 inches of mercury boost
pressure is about 24 percant. The corresponding
orifices in nozzle H–1 were therefore incremed 24
percent in area. In nozzles H–2, H-3, and H-4 the
two laxge orifices were chosen to give successive
increases in disch~e area and the smaller orifices
were proportionally increased.

The nozzles of this series produced but little difler-’
ence in the unboosted perform.mmx (table I) or in
subsequent tests with boosting. They did, however,
give smoother engine operation thsm ‘the nozzles of
smaller area owing to localized overrich mixtures in
the combustion chamber, reauking in lower rates of
burning and consequently lower rates of pressure rise.

pressure on the other ofices and, therefore, the fuel
distribution did not fulfill the requirements expected
of the particular nozzle. This lack of proportion was
verified by catching sprays from individual orifices in
a container with a long neck (reference 8). The sum
of the weights of the sprays from the individual oriiices
caught in this way checked within +1 percent the
weight of the sprays from all the orifices caught sinml-
taneously under the same conditions. The areas of
the oriticea discharging insufficient fuel were incrensed
until all spray discharges were in the proper ratio. A
nozzle designed for a shortened combustion chamber
(compression ratio 15.3) and designated K+ was
developed by this procedure and is considered the
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FrGCEE16_-Boundariesof mmbmtlon for node Eg.
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best of the development series. Knowledge gained
from the tests of the preceding H-series nozzles and
of the original K nozzle with its subsequent alterations
aided in determining the final orifice sizesof nozzle K-4.

SPRAY PHOTOGRAPHS

The spray photographs shown in figure 19 were taken
during development work with the 7- and 9-ori6ce
series. Figures 19(a) and 19(b) show photographs of
the sprays from nozzle 9 with injection prewurea of
4,750 and 3,200 pounds per square inch, corresponding
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high and low rata of injection, respectively.

Figure 19(c) shows a photograph of the sprays horn
nozzle 17-1, which is similwrto nozzle 9 except thai
the outw oritkes are of 0.012-inch diameter instead o~
0.008-inch. The outer sprays in this nozzle struck the
sides of the chamber and were deflected downward intc
otherwise unmached air, thereby aiding the fuel dis-
tribution. Figure 19(d) shows spray photographs fo]
nozzle 16-2 with 0.008-inch-diameter outer orifices.

13s69=7-2s

Figure 19(e) shows photographs of sprays from noz-
de 12, which had two main orifkes of O.010-inch di-
irneter as compared with an 0.018-inch diameter for
N other nozzles: Owing to the reduced oritice area,
thepressure at the high injection rate was 6,800 pounds
per square inch m compared with 4,750 pounds per
;quare inch for other nozzlei.

Figure 19(f) comprises photographs of sprays from
the !3-mificenozzle C-2. Lack of a more pronounced
mtli.neof the sprays may be caused by crowding these
:ompamtively large sprays.
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Owing to the very uneven distribution of the fuel in
the sprays, visual observation of fuel injected into the
air or photographs of sprays from multiple-orifice noz-
zles are not to be relied upon as bases for judging the
fuel distribution in a combustion chamber or for esti-
mating the relative engine performance of a particular
nozzle design. This conclusion is baaed on the gen-
eral results obtained with this quiescent combustion
chamber and is borne out particularly by the K-seri&
nozzles.
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MISCELLANEOUS ENGINE TEST RESULTS

Variable engine speed.—l?igure 20 shows engine per-
formance for a speed range of from 700 to about 1,700
r. p. m. for a compression ratio of 15.3 and full-load
fuel qurmti~, using the K-4 nozzle. Operation at full
load below 700 r. p. m. was not satisfactory, although
the engine codd be idkd at 176 r. p. m. The down-
ward trend in the indicated mean effective pressure at
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the higher speed is caused by decreaaed volumetric
efficiency becaum the valve timing was better suited
to the 1,200–1,500 r. p. m. range than ta the higher
speed range.

The effect upon performance of increasing the in-
jection advance angle and therefore the maximum Cyl:
inder pressure is shown for the 1,200-1,500 r. p. m.
speed range. Although mechanical limitations made
it inadvisable to operate the &gle+ylinder test engine
at higher speeds, there was nothing in the fuel-system
or engine-combustion charaoterietics to indicate that
higher speeds could not be advantageously used.

Boosting.-The effect of boosting when the quiescent
~mbustion chamber is used will be only briefly men-
ioned s@ce a complete report of the boosting results
tith apd without valve overlap has already been pub-
ished (reference 8). The indicated power generally
ncreaaes proportionatdy with the increase in weight
)f the inducted air charge available for combustion.
l?his proportionality is, of course, aflected by air-fuel
~tio, injection-advance angle, and scavenging. BOOSG
ng, then, merely extends the performance curves and
ioes not easentifdly chaiqgetheh characteristii$’.
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It vm.sfound that the engine operated considerably
smoother when boosted. The b+anced-diaphragm
maximum+ylinder-pres+m.reindicator showed that the
difference in maximum cylinder pressure between in-
dividual cycles becomes considerably less than when
the engine is unboostad. This condition is again in-
dicated-by the smooth, even line and by the absence
of scattered points on the indicator card.

Compression ratio.-In addition to performance
teats at the adopted standard compression ratios of
13.6 and 12.6, performance tests were conducted at
compression ratios of 10.6 and 15.3, which are about
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the practicable limits obtainable with this cylinder
head: The preliminary test results showed little difkr-
ence in specific power output and fuel consumption for
compression ratios of 10.6, 12.6, 13.6, and 15.3 for the
same ratio of maximum cylinder pressure to compres-
sion pressure. Tha engine-operating characteristics,

“ ‘ however, were found to be quite different. At a com-
-- pressiou ratio of 10.6, starting was di.flicult and the
- &nition lag under standard teat conditions was more
.’ i

!@ I
I I I I I I I

than one-third longer than that obtained at a compres-
sion ratio of 15.3. The rate of pressure rise at the
lower compression ratio as determined from indicator
cards was ‘nearly double the corresponding values ob-
tained at a compression ratio of 15.3. Starting was
easy at the higher compression ratio, the explosion
pressureswere more uniform, and the engine operation
was considerably smoother than at the lower compres-
sion ratios.

The shortened, compact combusion chamber at the
compression ratio of 15.3 simplMed fuel distribution.

The more homogeneous mixture of fuel and air and
the shorter ignition lag permitted the use of higher
cylinder pressures, which resulted in better engine
performance.

Figure 21 shows the effect of injection advance angle
m engine performance. This performance, with the
K+ nozzle, is the best obtained with the quiescent
~hamber with normal aqiration. The valve timing
was changed to give a very small overlap, which prob-

Lblyaided in scavenging the combusion chamber and
mprcving combustion. (See reference 8.)

High-temperature oooling.-l?igures 22 and 23 show
~omeof the effects on engine performance and opernting
characteristics of increasing the coolant temperature
kom 150” to 300” l?. in an nttempt to i-educe the
gnition lag. The testresults and observations showed:
L4-percent decrease in volumetric efficiency, objection-
able breathw. smoke from the hot piston at full load,
Micul@ in maintaining the high boiling point of the
:oolant due to absorption of moisture, an 8-percent
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made from a copy of the original card recorded directly
on a special thin white paper. With the optimum
injection advance angle, two general rates of pressure
rise may be noted—in this case 40 and 20 pounds per
square inch per degree; the breakaway occurs about
4° before top center. The earlier occurrence of the
higher rate is believ@ to be caused by comparatively
rapid and uncontrolled combustion when burning
starts, owing to the ignition 1~~and the more favorable

1

z> Imc&fed
~>
$

0 to 2.0 3.0 4.OXIO-+
fuel quontify,lb./cycle

FIIWEE 27.-Com_n of engine perfornmnce with cad wMout slr flow.
Donbls~ dlsplaceq I,WI r. p. m.

conditions in the combustion chamber for air and fuel
mixing. Fuel injected after the burning starts reachca
the remaining available & with increasing d.ifiicul~;
hence there are slower burnirg and lower rates of
pressure rise for the last part of the fuel injected.
These conclusions are in agreement, generally, with
those of Ricardo (reference 10) and with those regard-
ing the behavior of this engine observed over a wide
range of test conditions.

Remarks.—No trouble was experienced on account
of the clogging of the small orhes in the fuel-valve
nozzle. The fuel was usually centrifuged and the test
runs were intermittent rather than of long duration,
rarely exceeding 4 hours. The engine tests indicate

that orifices smaller than O:OOS-inch,or-htrger-than0.020.
inch need not be used.

A study of fuel-dispersion data (reference 11) shows
the very uneven fuel distribution in the fuel spray and
the large percentage of the total &el contained in the
relatively solid core of the spray; these factors are re-
flected in the values of speciiic fuel consumption, power
output, and cloudy exhaust. These results show the
futility of trying to obtain a truly homogeneous mixture
of fuel and air in a quiescent combustion chamber with
a nozzle having round-hole orifices. Random tests
with tio injection valves, the other two valve locations,
and nozzles having other types of orifices, such as the
impinging jets, the pintle, and the slit (reference 11),
resulted in engine performance considerably inferior to
the performmce obtained with nozzles having round-
hole ori.iicesin one valve in the top location. It thus
appears that the quiescent combustion chamber has
inherent limitations that prevent it from attaining the
high performrmce ultimately expected of the compres-
sion-ignition aircraft engine.

At the begiming of 1934 this quiescent chamber was
converted into an air-flow chamber by the use of a dis-
placer piston. The preliminary performance red%
(reference 12) were so satisfactory and so far superior
to those obtained with the quiescent chamber (fig. 27)
that work with the quiescent chamber has been dis-
continued. The air-flow type of combustion chamber
apparently offers considerably greater possibilities of
development than the quiescent chamber.

CONCLUSIONS

The resuhs of these investigations indicate that:
1. The engine performance obtained by proportion-

ing the areas of the oriiices to the volumas of air to be
served by each oriiice was approximately the same as
that obtained by varying all the orifice sizes and deter-
tig from the engine power the optimum combina-
tion. Neither method, however, is complete in itself;
the use of both should yield the best results.

2. In a mnltiorifice fuel-injection valve nozzle for a
vertical disk-type quiescent combustion chamber,
there is no sharply defied optimum value for the
number, direction, or size of the orificca. A 6-ori6ce
nozzle gave power and economy equal to or better
than that obtained with any other number and arrange-
ment of orifices.

3. The rate of injection influences the rate of pra-
sure rise in the cylinder and apparently the severity
of combustion shock.

4. Although the results do not afford a rational ~
basis of nozzle design that can be reduced to an
analytical or empirical formula, they do show that
engine perfonrmnce can be improved by careful design
of the injection nozzle.
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5. There is little difbrence in the power output fo]
compression ratios of 10.6, 12.6, 13.6, and 15.3. Th[
ease of starting, the smootbnes9 of engine operation,
nnd the somewhat better fuel economy, however, war-
rant the use of the 15.3 compression ratio.

6. The use of coolant temperatures higher than can
be obtained with water as the coolant results in a
net decrease in performance because of their adverse
tiect on volumetic efficiency and combustion.

7. Boosting extends the performance curves but does
not essentially alter their characteristics; however, it
te@s to makOthe engine operate more smoothly. The
increase in indicated mean effective pressure k pro-
portional to the increase in the weight of inducted
air for equal air-fuel ratios and comparable maximum
cylinder prewures.

8. The inferior performance compared with that
obtained from the same combustion chamber with
forced air flow, despite the easy starting, easy scaveng-
ing, low mechanical losses, and freedom from knock,
renders the quiescent combustion chamber engine
unattractive for aircraft-engine use.

L4ANQLEy M&oRIAL AERONA~CAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMI~EE FOR AERONA~CS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., APA 30, 19S6.
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TABLE I.—NOZZLE CHARACTERISTICS AND CORRESPONDING ENGINE PERFORMANCE: ENGINE SPEED,
1,500 R. P. M.

I MISOELLANEOWS SERIES-LOW RATE OF RWECTION FOR THIS SERIES ONLY
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TABLE L-NOZZLE CHARACTERISTICS Al& CORRESPONDING ENGINE PERFORMANCE; ENGINE SPEED,
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